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G·1ve t h e

By Jay Arr Henderson
UC Assistant Editor

The footsteps of Donna Kerecz
echoed as she wearily made her
long walk to the elevator. It had
been a long week. Now, as she left
on Saturday night, she knew she
would only have a brief respite
from the noise and tension of the
newsroom.
With a Monday deadline, and
so many events of interest to SSU
students taking place on. weekends,
it had become a matter of course to
work through the entire weekend.
In two short hours, she would be
back at her computer, struggling
with the deadline pressure.
Little did she know that before
the night was over she would face a
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w h at s h e wants ...
Chronicle a good paper, as had the
Open Air before them. It was always believed by the staff that
even those of the administration
who had most to fear from a strong,
healthy news medium must surely
admire the effort and dedication
of The Chronicle staff.
At home, Donna Kerecz
picked up her phone and listened
in disbeliefas she was informed of
what had happened. She hung up
and quickly started dialing. No
rest for her this night!
Kerecz then tried to contact
Dan Young and was told by a
security officer that he was "out
of town." Kerecz then called Dr.
Clive Veri, SSU President, and

crisis in which she would be called
upon to defend the First Amendment,
would be called a "bitch," and learn
that she was to be ''taken care of.''
This was to be the final paper of
the quarter and every member of The
Chronicle felt pressured to make this
an especially good paper. Donna
Kerecz, UC Editor, called security to
let them know that she was leaving but
would be returning later that night.
Less than half an hour later, the
Chronicle 's phone rang. It was Julie
of the Security staff.
She informed the staff that the
building must be vacated by 11 pm.
The staff was dumbfounded. They
had spent every- weekend working
almost around the clock to make The
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infQrmed his answering machine
there would be a lawsuit if security
enacted Young' sorders thereby not
allowing the paper to be published.
She also called Dr. Mark Mirabell~ Faculty Advisor to The

Chronicle.

Kerecz was then contacted by
Gary Stone. According to Stone,
owner of Stoneworks Security Incorporated, the order from Young
had been in Security's office for
three weeks. Kerecz il}fonned him
that The Chronicle had not been
informed of this fact and needed to
get the paper published, or she
would be filing a lawsuit for denying students their First Amendment rights.

.

Parthenon, have accused him of infringing on their First Amendment
rights. Journalism professors say he is
meddling in the affairs of the journalThe President of Marshall Uni-- ism school, which is closely linked to
versity is being criticized for creat- the paper.
J. Wade Gilley, the president of
ing a committee to oversee the campus newspaper, which recently Marshall, says he made the change so
published the name of a sexual- that editors would be accountable to
the campus community for their deciassault victim.
The editors of the paper, The sions.

Mr. Gilley says he decided to
establish the committee after The
Parthenon not only published the
woman's name, but also included
thewornan'saddressandagraphic
description of the assault. The article was based on police reports.
In an editorial accompanying
the article, the editors wrote that
the name of the accuser was a
matter of public record and that to

By Christopher Shea

This article originally appeared
in the Nov. 4 Chronicle of Higher
Education.

Student Senate
The Power of the
President resigns Press
•
At the noon meeting of the Student Senate, President Shane Ross
announced his resignation effective December 7, 1992. Mr. Ross
announced that he does have a possible job opportunity may present
itself at the first of the year which
would affect his position on the
Student Senate and as a full time
student.
Ross stated that he is resigning
now, ''with adequate notice to ensure the smooth transition of leadership, and maintain the continuity
of the Senate."
The Student Senate will meet
on Wednesday,Nov. 24toelect the
next Student Senate President. Currently, Mr. David Jenkins is Vice
President, Mr. John Pack is Treasurer, and Joe Harris is Secretary.

By Karen \.Vilson
UC Copy Editor
In the Oct. 19 issue the UC ran a
story called "Is the University
complying with the Revised
Code?" and in the Nov. 2 issue
"Broken, Cracked, and Plagued
with Problems," both written by
Robert Gambill.
This past week, the sidewalks
in front of the I 004 building were
repaired, and wheelchair ramps
were created.
Cay Roberts, Assistant to the
President, said to. Donna Kerecz,
UC Editor, that the UC can take
credit for this.
The UC staff congratulates
Gambill for making a difference
for others.

withhold it would be to treat sexual
assault differently from every other
crime.
The article prompted a flurry of
angry letters and a community-wide
debate. The victim's mother wrote
to the newspaper, saying she was
"appalled and disgusted" by The
Parthenon's "lack of integrity and
sensitivity."
In a letter published in The
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Stone informed Kerecz that they
must remove themselves by 11 or he
would remove them, with the help of
the Portsmouth police. Stone stated
that he did not like being caught in
the middle, but he had his orders and
he would obey them.
Although she had already decided her course of action, Kerecz
contacted her lawyer and was told
that she could only be charged with
a misdemeanor if she chose to remain in the building and fight for her
Constitutional rights.
The phone rang again. It was
Gary Stone. Stone infonned her that
the vacate order had been suspended
Contlnued--see Bitch on
page 5

President of Marshall University criticzed for infringing on First Amendme.n t rights of
student newspaper
·

Parthenon the next week that was
also signed by the presidents of the
Faculty Senate, Student Government
Association, and the Classified Staff
Council, Mr. Gilley expressed his
''outrage'' over the editor's decision
to print the woman's name.
Two weeks after his letter ran,
Mr. Gilley announced the creation of
Contlnued--see Rights
on page 8
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The American press was made free not just to inform or just to serve as a forum for debate but
also to bring to bear on the forces of power in society, including the conduct of official power at all
levels of government.
--American Society of Newspaper Editors
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The University Chronicle
Nover:::;re2~, 1992
Opinion
It's I I :00 o 'clock--Do you know where your
First-Adrnendment Rights Are?- - - - - - Editorial
ByJay Arr Henderson

UC Assitant Editor

In another part of this newspaper, Ms. Donna Kerecz refers to a
recent administration move. which
would have delayed publication of
this paper, as a "dirty, low-down,
rotten . under-handed trick .' '
Whether she is correct m this or not
is not really the issue. Administration is politics and "dirty. rotten,
10\y-down tricks " are a normal part
of that world.
Students do not care if their administrators are nice people or not,
so long as tl1eykeep costs down and
don't lose the money. 111is 1s as it
should be What should concern students is the attempt of admirustration to deny students essential free-
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doms. We must ask ourselves if this
was such an attempt.
We should consider the poss1bility that this was a s,imple bureaucrallc screw-up. Such lapses ot commw1ication are not uncommon where
two different classes ofhuman beings
are mvolved. And administration and
student body have traditionally been
considered as such. Especially by administration.
We must also consider the poss1bility thatthis was an active attemptto
delay the printing of the newspaper.
nus was the very last paper before
break and any action taken now would
be impossible to correct before sometime m January
It 1s also true that if the paper does
not come out on time, Ms. Kerecz can
be fired with no further justification,

even if the delay was the fault of the
University .
Was someone m the administrationhoping.thatMs. Kereczwouldbe
unable to get the paper out on time?
If so, he was also wilhng to deny
tllirty-six hwldred students their First
Amendment nghts Your rightto hear
thetrutlus covered by the First Amendment as well as ournghtto tell tl1etruth
niese rights are tl1e embodiment of
everytlungournarion stands for.
I suppose tl1ose deeply concemed
abouttherightsofprivatepropertywould
say the facilities of the paper belong to
the school and, theoretically, they should
be able to do with them as they wish.
Tiiey should be able to shut down the
paperwithnoexcuse iftlieywish. these
people feel.
ButSSU isapublicinstitutionwllich

receives money from the state 111is
money is gathered throogh taxes wllich
are paid by yoo, the private citizen.
TI10se who believe that a school's
function is toteachstudentswjllsaythat
a school has failed utterly if 1t does not
help its students to understand tllal certain rights are sacred and cannot be
abrogated without tearmg at the very
foondation upon which America was
founded
In 1787, Thomas Jefferson said.
" ...were it left to me to decide whether
we should have a government witl1oot
newspapers, or newspapers without a
government, I should not hesitate a moment to prefer the latter."
We urge all studentstoreflectonthe
events chronicled here andtlunkdeeply
about the importance of Free Speech
and the First Amendment.

Writer thinks entertainment is available at SSU
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to the
article by Philip Thieken in The
University Chronicle dated Nov.
16. On behalf of the Student Programming Board, I would like to
inform the UC staff as well as the
student body: Entertainment is available!!!
For those of you who have been
asleep for the past 8 week, the Student Programming Board (SPB) has
had several events during fall quarter. Beginning the first week of fall
quarter the events included:
Ice Cream Social--The SPB
kicked off fall quarter with an Ice
Cream Socialin the University Center during lunch hours. We also
conducted a survey to determine

events the student body ,would like
to see happen on campus, some of
the suggestions are being implemented into our schedules for winter
and spring quarters.
Pig Roast--With fall in the air,
the SPB hosted a hay ride and pig
roast on Oct. 2 at the Olde Tyme
Farm in Wheelersburg. Music was
provided by Hitman Entertainment
and everyone had a great time.
Cinema Night--Our first cinema
night of the quarter brought 51 7
students to the Wheelersburg Cinema on Oct. 9. There were four
movies to choose from for the admission price of $1. There will be
more cinema nights each quarter,
the next one being Nov. 20
Henry Cho--The SPB brought in

a nationally recognized comedian
for our first "Comedy Night" on
Oct. 14. Dr. Jerry Holt did a great
job as our volunteer MC as he introduced a new campus comedy team
performing "Men on Campus."
Then Henry Cho continued to bring
the house down as the crowd of 500
enjoyed a night of non-stop laughs.
Halloween Dance--Anyone on
campus Halloween week could not
have missed the ghouls and goblins
as they moved all over campus
inviting students to the Halloween
Dance on Oct. 29. The Ramada
gave us a great review stating, ''This
was the best organized, decorated
and attended event we have ever
hosted." Of course, the 3oo+ students who attended made the event

a great success.
These are only a few of the
events the SPB sponsored during
fall quarter with funding provided
through student fees via the University Budget. The SPB is comprised of 9 students and 2 ad visors,
with the sole purpose being to provide activities for the student body.
Activities for winter and spring
quarters are now in the planning
stages and we are always open for
any suggestions you may have.
Students are invited to attend the
SPB meetings in the Founders
Room of the University Center at
8:00 a.m. on Tuesday mornings.
Jacque Evens
Vice President SPB

Men can fix anything ... NOT!

B y D ennis D ay
UC StaffWriter

After my recent story about a
day in the life ofa female shopper (if
you missed it, well, too bad), many
readers (most of whom were females themselves, can you imagine
that?) suggested I write a story concerning members of the male species. OK, here it is.
We, Americans, are a material
people,just like Madonna. We love
to buy things on credit, just so they
can sit in our homes gathering dust.
But what happens when our stuff
breaks 2 seconds after the limited
lifetime 2-days-or-4-uses, whichever comes first warranty expires?
If the device is in the kitchen
which is home to 9 out of IO of all
household appliances,the wife, we'll
call her Gerda, hollers , "The
blender's broken." Her husband,
Oger, continues to flip through the

channels of our illustrious Century

Cable selection. He is deftly busy
exercising his thumb muscle using
remote control exercise device- the
Thumbmaster. He assumes, incorrectly, that Gerda is speaking to the
cat or some other form oflow life.
"THE BLENDER'S BROKEN 1!" in one thunderous somi c
boom, Gerda sounds from the
kitchen. Like a dog responding to

it's owner's call, Oger stumbles into investigation: is the thing plugged
in? Reaching behind the microwave
the kitchen.
"Did you say something, (into the void where things fall and
honey? I could be mistaken, but remain until spring cleaning), )le
I thirlk I may have heard you locates the cords to the electric can
lovingly, sweetly, quietly, and opener, bottle opener, potato peeler,
calmly mention something about inside-the-eggshell, electric knife,
toaster, radio, tv set, microwave,
the blender.''
"Oh, you heard me? Yes, electric skillet, clock, knife sharphoney, our blender isn't blend- ener, coffee maker, automatic toast
ing, whipping or even pureeing. butterer and blender, all conveItisn'tdoinganything. Sol natu- niently plugged into one of those
rally called you, dear, to fix the power strips which miraculously
converts a 2 plug outlet into 36.
thing."
After confirming tluJt the deSo Oger proceeds to examine
the said device, and to contemplate vice is, in fact, plugged in, Oger
all possible problems and solutions. checks to see if the fuse is blown.
Actually, he hasn 'fa clue even as to Too lazy to walk down to the dunwhat the actual function of the geon-like basement, he turns on
blender is, let alone what could be every electrical appliance in the
kitchen. Five seconds later, every
the problem.
After 15 minutes of examinaContinued on page 3-tion, he decides on the first point of See Lazy
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Writer thinks the University provides enough entertainment------
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Dear Editor,
In the Nov. 16 issue of The University Chronicle, Philip
Thieken asked the question, •'Does the University need to
provide more entertainment?"
This article suggests that the University does not provide entertainment to the students. Aside from the Student
Programming Board's work for entertaining students with
events such as "Cinema Night" twice per quarter, comedians, dance parties at the Ramada, this University does, in
fact provide entertainment.
Thiekenwrite, "Let'sstartwiththeStudentUnion, why not
keep it open later, at least on Fridays.'' The Student Union is
open late on Mondays for •'Monday Night Football,'' usually
until I :00 a.m. This event has been talcing place all quarter.
Other than Monday nights, the Student Union closes at 8:00
p.m. on weekends and 3:00 p.m on Fridays. The Union is
usually not busy on week-nights near closing. On Fridays, the
Student Union closes only because the employees' hours are
limited and they are not allowed to hire m~re employees ·

because of the budget problems at SSU.
Thieken also wrote, "Well, events that are sponsored along
with local businesses would be inexpensive because of the advertisement and publicity that would be made available at a small
cost.''
Shawnee State University receives many donations from
local businesses and the Portsmouth public.
The problem with Thie ken's proposal is that when one club or
organization from SSU asks for money, donations or a sponsorship
from a local business, other clubs at SSU are not aware of the
business' donation. When that club (who is. not aware of the
donation) needs money or a sponsor, that club asks the business for
a donation.
· The business is constantly being hounded by SSU. This may
result in even less cooperation from the Portsmouth area and
bad feelings toward the University.
Thieken also stated ••Moreover, the college should arrange
and promote events that the general public could attend and

students could attend at a discount." This is not an original
idea to Shawnee State.
The Student Programming Board sponsored "Comedy
Night" with guest Henry Cho. All students with valid ID's and
one guest were admitted free. The general public paid $5 per
person.
ShawneeStatealsosponsorstheCommunityConcertSeries,
in which six concerts are performed throughout the sc~I year.
The public pays for season tickets and students are admitted free.
Thieken seems to forget that we have athletic programs at
Shawnee State. I am sure that athletes would love to have more
support from the students. Students can also attend games free.
So, Phillip lhieken, for your infonnation, there are many
events going on here at Shawnee State University.
As for what SSU can do, and get, with the small budget we
have, entertainment is pretty good.
Quit hiding in the UC news room and join the fim !
Jeannie Alkire

Minor Problem:The Saga c ·o ntinues
Old as the hills

know it, THE OLD co~Ts GOT PEPPERS ON ALL THE
PIZZAS!
2. The ID thing. Robert made new IDs last week, and when
my ID was printed up, my name was smaller than anybody
else's!
3. The every-name-under-the-sky-except-mine thing. No
one in the office addresses me byname. It's always "baby," or
"babe." "Babe" is especially confusing because I don't know
whether to accuse them of age-ism or.sexual harrassment. Other
than the above mentioned cracks, it's mainly just a wide array
(or should I say arsenal) ofageistic innuen-

.

By Martin Poston
UC StatTWriter

Last week, I voiced my complaints concerning my
apparent ascribed status as "baby" of the UC staff. Since
then, despite the numerous votes of support I've received,
the conditions of.the office have worsened, I'm afraid.
I arrived at the office one morning last week to find a note
taped to the fridge:

Dear Baby-- I left lunch in the fridge . Robert or Karen
should be in later to help you, so beJ)atient and stay quiet,
because there's a class next door and I've been getting
complaints. In the meantime, stay out ofthe pizza or yo11 'II
spoil your lunch. and stay out ofthe pop, because yo11 get
hwer. Keep the door locked, and don 't let any strangers in.
--Love, Donna
I opened the fridge to find a jar of strained carrots. At
least now I know they weren 1t Robert's, even though he's
getting fitted for new dentures this week.
This baby stuff is getting to be as old as the hills (or the
l,JC staff, for that matter). In addition to the above offenses,
I have even more listed below:
I . The pizza thing. At the last staff meeting, we ordered
three pizzas. Usually, there are two with peppers (one of
those with olives),and one with extra cheese. So the first two
peppers.
pizzas they opened had peppers on them. I
They can't deny it; they've~ me pick the peppers off! So
I had a couple pieces and waited patiently to open the third
pizza (we only have so much table space). I opened the box
to dig into that wonderful extra cheese, and WQuldn't you

A Minor Problem
by

Martin Poston

grow up. If not:
2. Tape everything. I'll get some dirt yet!
3. Hide all their teeth. That way,anythingthey say won't
be understandable, so I need not worry about taking offense.
4. Pull the plugs on all_of them. If all else fails ....
Or, Robert and I can settle this like men.
Therefore, I shall propose a challenge. The ultimate
challenge of physical prowess, a grudge match of sorts.
Representing all who are young,·and all on the staff who will
support my cause, will be yours truly, v~sus Robert Gambill,
representing the "seniority" of the UC staff. The game:
racquetball. The place: James Rhodes Sports Center.
So, Robert, pack your Depends, Centrum, Geritol, and
Icy Hot, and have an ambulance stand by with a spatula, so they
can scrape your aged, wrinkled carcass off the floor.
I figured that it would be unfair to conclude without giving
the old fart a chance to defend himself. So here are his
comments:
•'Bring your even-flow baby bottle filled with apple juice,
bag ofHuggies, Flintstones chewables, and your baby powder

to prevent chafing. I plan to show the youn~r generation that

dos. They come up with new ones every day.
4. The checks thing. Yep, that's right. The worst thing
imaginable: Donna pinched my cheeks last week!
I don't know how to establish my place as a functioning
member of the newspaper staff, but I'm taking some steps in
order to make my colleagues easier to live with:
1. Be silent and take it like a man. Maybe they'll listen to
themselves, and realize just how childish they are being, and

us older coots have a lot to show the little children. We possess
experience, finesse, and a B.A. in B. S., so prepare to die,'' said
Gambill.
Yeah, right!
Stay tuned to The Chronicle during Winter Quarter '93 for
more information on this media event.

NOTE: The above attacks, insults, and other rude,

crude, and socially unacceptable things I've said are directed solely at Robert Gambill and those guilty parties on
The Unfrersity Chronicle staff. Any reference to actual,
feeling persons is not intended or should be inferred.

If my dream survives when I wake, may I never sleep again.
Lazy cont_inued from page 2

--J. Pero

===============================~

fuse in the house blows. "Must've been a fuse, honey. That
must be why the blender didn't work," he declares.
Every flashlight in the house has this gooey acid
oozing from the battery compartment. Apparently, these
people haven't seen those Energizer commercials: they
keep going and going and going ....
Off to the hardware store to buy fuses, batteries, the
latest TV Guide and Playboy magazine. Oger meets a
neighbor in similar predicament, on a similar mission:
fixing his wife's.automatic electric breast aligner.
Oger returns, replaces batteries, and then fuses. He
then exiles himself to the throne to read his Playboy

clandestinely. Playboy's Miss August is apparently advertised all over the centerfold.
Back in the kitchen, he continues to explore the mysterious malfunctioning blender. "Hmmmm," he thinks. to
himself, he'd better say something to make Gerda think he
knows what he's doing. "Well, look at this misaligned
reticulator. That would cause the exposed rotating blades to
become locked, and that's why it isn't blending."
Actually, he hasn't one iota of a clue what he just said.
It all just came out, and it sounded decent. "Now, honey,
I don't think I have any more replacement generative
rotating alternators in the garage, but I'll go look."

The actual reason he heads for the garage is to add his
recently acquired Playboy to his hidden collection. He
wants to compare Miss August with Miss July.
"Okay, honey, I just came from the garage. I didn't
find any Miss... I mean I couldn't find any rotating
alternators. I'll have to take this to Fly-By-Night fix it
shop. While I'm there, I'll pick up the vaccuum we left
~here two months ago. Later, honey."
"There goes my man," says Gerda to herself as she
laughs quietly. "He can fix anything. Tomorrow I'll have
to break something else to watch this all over again. Let's
see ... I haven't broken my Epilady in a ·while ... "

The University Chronicle
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A cliche run wild
By Jay Arr Henderson
UC Assistant Editi)r

In a moment of heart-rencfmg
sorrow, when. it looked as if my
-.vhole world had fallen apart, needful of succ.or (You there! Quiet
down; you know what I mean'),
desiring to commune with another
soul and share my heavy burden of
guilt and remorse, I turned to another human being and was told:
"~y heart pumps purple panther
piss for you."
My heart began to gladden and
my sorrow to dissolve. Even as this
tender sentiment did a rim-shot on
my eardrum, tap-danced across the
hammer, anvil and stirrup, sailed
down my auditory canal and portaged overland across those lesserknown bones of the inner ear (the
Skilsaw, bellows and marital aid)
and took up mining operations in
my cerebrum, I was thinking:
Why purple?
Why a panther?

Why ...but I remembered I'd had
two Pepsi for lunch so I didn't have
to ask the other part.
Now, all this wondering could
have ended right then and there if
something interesting had occurred
to distract me from this line of

fitting symbol of our _compassion? you could say:
My bowels belch burnished biMy lungs launch lemony leop- son-bubbles at you. I would defiWould any internal organ do? Other
liquids? Other colors?
ard liquids at you.
nitely not stand behind the person
Certainly other organs have a
Sounds like something out of who told me this.
less direct connection with the idea Monty Python, doesn't it?
And, most important of all: My
of compassion. But what about the
My liver lobs lavender llama penis propels ~cock-colored pineother emotions? Could they also be lumps. Thiscouldbeanotherwayof sap. This person needs an ambuexpressed by saying, "Don't get between me and lance.
this strange that bathroom, fella.''
My testicles turbo-jet tan teametaphor?
My rectum retches ripe, red rat- bags. Enough said.
Let's try raunchies. This could be a cheery
And smce we've done the male
out
some greeting or final warning. I suggest organs (Quit giggling! You know
other combi- you find out which before replying. what I mean!), we'd better make
nations .. .
My gallbladder gouts green sure the females get equal time:
by
Myspleen groundhog guts. This is definitely
My ovaries offload orange otter
spurts scarlet envy.
oils.
My pancreas pours pink porMy vagina vectors viridian vamsperm-whale
sputun1.
poise-puddles on you. Sort of a sac- . pire vomit. I think I actually saw this
,
Sounds ramental thing, maybe?
happen once.
like anger. If
The kidneys are kind of imporMy tits toss tawny tiger tankage.
thought, but, since I was at SSU at there were such a thing as a sputum- tant... so: My kidneys catapult crimMy boobs blast blue-black bison
· bile.
the time, that wasn't likely. So on I whale, I think this inight work to son camel cocoa.
thought...
expressothertbings, too. Think about
And of course, we can't forget
This last could come in handy on
Why should the manipulation of it.
the bowels, can we? Even if we'd a date. It could certainly help end
liquids by our internal organs be a
If you really disliked somebody like to, we can't. So:
one.

-

A View From The
Cheap Seats

Jay Arr Henderson

i
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From the desk of Senator Coope~ Snyder
A sow's ear beomes a silk purse

Over the last two decades 111uch
controversy has surrounded a 14th
Senate District waste site located in
.---------, northeastern
Clermont
County. Now
known
as
CECOS, after
the company
inwhich
stalled the
site, the facilCooper
ity began as a
sanitary landfill and then evolved into a hazardous waste facility. Over the years it
developed from primitive contain-

ment to a state of the art repository.
Indeed,.. the maturation of
CECOS pretty much parallels
society's.awakening to the issue. In
fact, the term "hazardous waste" is
not found in the encyclopedia predating the establishment of CECOS.
As new treatment, control, and containment techniques advance,
CECOS management would incorporate it into the operation.
Due to a combination of human
error and inherent problems in the
early primitive stages of development, the site went through closure
proceedings so that, today, we have
a full cycle of steps in the evolution

of hazardous waste storage.
Somemonthsago,asanoutgrowth
of a conversation with Clermont
County Health Commissioner Tim
Ingram, I contacted the University
of Cincinnati with the proposition
they take a look at CECOS as a
possible research/demonstration
project. Their response showing interest resulted in my office joining
with Commissioner Ingram to host a
meeting of all interested parties-elements of local government, the
Ohio and United States Environmental Protection Aiencies, the
University of Cincinnati, Browning
Ferris Industries/CECOS, the

Clermont County ChamberofCommerce, Clem10nt 200 I, and other pertinent and local interests. From this
general meeting, a workforce was
identified to carry the project for ward under the chairmanship of
Commissioner Ingram.
At this writing, much work has
been accomplished and I am pleased
to report that plans for the Ohio Environmental Research and Education
Center (OEREC) at CECOS International will be presented on Nov. 12 to
the scientific community during the
Eighth Annual Scientific Symposium
sponsored by the Ohio River Basin
Consortium for Research and Edu-

cation. Our hope is to attract scientists and educators for ongoing cooperative research and demonstration in the areas of environmental,
solid and hazardous waste technology. Of course, many other research
opportunities exist. Proposals are
currently being solicited with a March
I, 1993 deadline.
It does look like we are about to
turn "a sow's ear into a silk purse."
As always I am interested in your
views, your ideas, and your suggestions. I can best be reached by writing:

--Cheyenne women own the
right to make the Medicine Wheel
design. A prophet gave it to the
women. The woman is the one who
communicates with these spirits
1hrough carrying out 'certain ceremonies. Through these ceremonies, a woman earns the right to
bead this design on the Sacred
Tipi. Then she shares the design
with the men, who can wear it on
their blankets. She has the right to
give the design to her husband, her
son, her grandson, or her brother.
The man only possesses it after
she has made it and gives ittohim-

--first, he must tell a war story at the
Sacred Tipi.
--Winifred(Winnie)Madikizela
Mandela was born in Bizana, a rural
district in Pondoland, on September
26, 1936.
--Malcolm X, born Malcolm
Little was born in Omaha, Neb., and
became a street hustler dubbed
"Detroit Red." While in prison, he
converted to Islam and there took
the name of Malcolm X.
--Although rain forests comprise
only 2% of the Earth's surface, they
play a vital role in the biosphere.

over the world and the air that we
breathe. They absorb harmful carbon dioxide and help supply the
Earth with oxygen. In addition, they
are our most important source of
rawmaterialsforcreatingnewmedicines and a resource for timber,
rubber, and nuts.
--Unfortunately, 50% of the
world's rain forests have already
been destroyed. At this rate, it is
predicted that by the year 2000, 80%
of these forests may be gone. Until
the problems ofoverpopulation and
thedemandforlumberareresolved, ·

will continue.
--Rainforests are often cleared
by fires, and in 1987 about 518
million tons of carbon from these
firs was emitted into the air.
--Seventy per cent of the plants
used in cancer treatment are found
only in rainforests.
--Over 2,250 species of plants
andtreescanbefoundinarainforest.
--Youshouldnotreleasehelium
balloons into the air because they
can be blown into the ocean where
animals might eat them and consequentlydie.Andtheymaygetcaught

power outage.
--The pilgrims never lived in
log cabins.
--The story that Columbus discovered that the world was round
was invented by Washington Irving.
--After World War II, the U. S.
Government concluded that Japan
would ·have surrendered within
months,evenifwehadnotbombed
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
--In Concord, Massachusetts, a
third ofall babies born in the twenty
years before the Revolution were

DidYou Know??????

They affect both tbe weather aH

the destruction of the rain forests

Senator Cooper Snyder, Statehouse, First Floor, Columbus, Oh

43266-0604.

io electrjca) power Jines causioe a conceived out of wedlock

"We've learned that the Creator rules the universe and that everything the Creator made is living. Even the rocks
are alive.When we use them in our sweat ceremony we talk to them and they talk back to us." -Mathew King, Lakota Elder
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News of the VVorld
By Bill Holmes

UC News Editor

Former PM arrested
in demonstrations

(Islamabad) Former Pakistan
Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto, the
first woman leader of an Islamic
state, was arrested Wednesday
along with MPs from the People's
Democratic Alliance. The opposition leader, Bhutto, was leading a
demonstration against the Islamic
Democratic Alliance coalition that
is currently in power.
The demonstration was scheduled to start 10 miles from the
Pakistani capital, Rawalpindi, and
go to the parliament. However,
troops, sent in by the government,
stopped the demonstrations. Bhutto
and 23 other party MPs were arrested by a mass of 200 police.
She charged the government
with cOmJption, sensing the alliance of parties that was organized
by IDA Prime Minister, Nawaz
Sharif, was weakening. Western
diplomatic sources say that the
Sharif government is stable. However, they point out that Bhutto's
support has strengthened substantially sinc·e the August 1990 dismissal of her government on corruption charges. If the charges are
proven, it will force Bhutto to abstain from politics for 7 years.

munist Party chief Alg irdas of the total number of bishops) or pollution, contamination of water
Brazauskas. It originated from the more is needed to pass an edict. The. resources, world over-population,
pro-Lithuanian Communist Party final document that was voted down deforestation, and extinction ofvarithat supported independence from was in its fourth revision. The docu- ous varieties of animal and plant
Moscow. They have attacked the ment prevented women from being life. The paper that was presented
Sajudis for allowing relations with ordained as priests, but declared was signed by 1,556 members of
Russia t9 decline and for not press- women's equal right to dignity. It scientific community, which ining the International
eluded 98 Nobel Prize winners from 68 different counMonetary Fundfor
terms on its loans. The
tries.
IMF has forced the naThe Chair of the organition to control governzation, Henry Kendall,a 1990
mental spending and
Nobel Prize winner in physfreeze many wages. The
ics, stated that • 'No one can
OLP has declared that it
"
escape injury unless we do
•"- •
would allow a trans1t1on
something about this. We are
to a free market-style
faced with the stark choice of
economy.
..-:
whether or not to abdicate
T~ hvo~erfls w~re fed
.....
responsibilities and let this
up wit 1n at1onary
happen."
prices, factory shutKendall went on to say
that20%oftheworld'spopudowns, and lack of utilities. This allowed the i:;;;_;;;.;;;,_ ;;;;;;;;;;;_ _ _;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;....;;;;;;;;;;;:J lation are living without ba-

better~~~=====~~~===~~==~

Native Americans. From the other ·
side of the spectrum, some call for
the complete separation from the
U.S. and the return ofthe monarchy.

NATO agrees to enforce the EC naval
blockade of the
Adriatic

(Vilnius) The first republic to
declare its independence from the
Soviet Union has officially been
the first to vote the renamed Communist party back in power. The
Democratic Labor Party won 80
seats of the 141-seat Lithuanian
parliament last Sunday.
The opposition party, Sajudis,
which was the group that led independence, and its alties won only
40 votes.
The DLP is led by former Com-

(Washington) The National
Conference of Catholic Bishops has
finally laid to rest the nine year old
question of the Vatican 's position
toward women.
This was the first resolution that
failed to gain a unanimous vote from
the council of bishops. There were
I 37 votes for it passage and I IO
against. A vote of 190( or two-thirds

Concerned Scientists predicted
Wednesday that if current trends
continue in industrial development,
the earth is headed towards a global
disaster for all ofits inhabitants. The
"World Scientists' Warning to Humanity' • presented data about the
deterioration of the environment.
The major problems pointed out
by the group were ozone erosion, air

among its native population say that it
is not an event to celebrate, because it
has led to the wholesale marketing of
its culture to a $9 billion tourist indusGroups radically differ as to the
extent of autonomy the small chain of
islands should seek. Some wish to
remain in the Union but establish a
separate society status similar to the

(Brussels) In a meeting of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) last week, the I 6 member
nations agreed to enforce a naval
blockade of what remains of Yugoslavia, Serbia and Montenegro. The
blockade is intended to stop arms
from reaching Yugoslavia and perpetuating the conflict with BosniaHerzegovina. The Western military
alliance will act jointly with Western European Union, the 9 state
military arm of the European Community, in order to enforce the U.N.
sponsored blockade of the Adriatic.
As this point, there are IO destroyer and frigate class vessels in
the Adriatic that are part of the two
military organizations. However,
they were powerless under international law to intervene and board
vessels. Monday, the pas~ge of the
U.N. resolution by the Security
Council to allow vessels not only to
board but ~n fire on other vessels
may allow the blockade to succeed.
This is only a token gesture since
most of the supplies reaching Yugoslaviahaveeitherarrived by laoooron
the Danube River.The Danuabe flows
through Yugoslavia and establishes
the border between Bulgaria and Romania Romartia has announced that it
will inspect cargo going through its
area of sovereignty and stop ships
which are carrying arms. The compliance with the resolution from
Yugoslavia's Eastern European neighbors are necessary for its success.
Sources: Associated Press.
Reuters, New York Times, Columbus Dispatch, Scripps Howard News
Service, CNN.

By Karen Wilson
UC Copy Editor
Late Saturday Nov. 21 the fire
alarm began ringing. It rang for
approximately 15-20 minutes. The
sound was coming from the older

section of the Vern Riffe Building.
Donna Kerecz, UC Editor, being
stranded outside (see page I ), went
to investigate.
Three fire units and the Fire

Chief responded. According to
Kerecz, the security guard was moving rapidly back and forth inside
the building. "It looked as if she
couldn't find where the sound was

coming from or she couldn't get in
to it."
When asked later if the source
ofthe alarm was found, the Security
officer answered "No comment."

According to one fireman, the
street cleaner going by can cause a
back-up of pressure in the water
lines. This can cause the fire alarms
to go off.

Lithuania declares exCommunists winners
in election runoff

4·

JI

OLP an attempt to restore the
economy to some kind of stability.

Pro-British gang in Northern Ireland slays three

(Belfast) Saturday,theoutlawed
group called the Ulster Freedom
Fighters claimed responsibility for
an attack on a betting parlor. A
gunman armed with an automatic
rifle opened fire in the crowd and
threw a hand grenade among the
injured and dying.
Two died immediately in the
attack and one died later in the hospita!. Thirteen were treated for injuries.

condemned discrimination based
on gender, but indicated that women
perpetuate sexism.
However, a plan for further
• 'study and dialogue,•• on the subject of women clergy, was passed.
This was issued to argue the ruling
in a stronger sense. Cardinal Joseph
Bernardin of Chicago said that the
Church must "show that [its] traditions really make sense."
The Archbishop Rembert
Weakland ofMilwaukee said that the
Catholic Church will "lose another
gen:rati°'!ofveryw~rfulwo~n.''

sic necessities and I0% are in total
poverty. This in tum causes interstate and intrastate conflicts.
He blames the path of progress
that was adopted by industrial states
and that is now emulated by the
majorityoftheThirdWorld. Kendall
theorizes that irrevocable damage
to the world's oceans may happen
within the decade .

Native Hawaiians call
for greater autonomy

(Honolulu) Jan. 17 marks the

I 00th anniversary of the annexation

ofHawaii when a group of 162 United

Sc1ent1sts rred1ct env1States Marines invaded the Hawaiian
Islands which was ruled by Queen
Catholic church refuses ronmenta collapse
(Washington) The Union of _ Liliuokalani. However, some groups
edict on women

The fire that almost wasn't

try.

Bitch-continued from page I - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,, ---------------

due to the fact that she had not been
notified at an earlier date . A
Chronicle staffer overheard a phone
conversation between Stone and another security officer in which Stone
said, "Let the bitch have what she
wants. Veri and Young will take

care of her Monday morning.''
Not having had a day off for three
months, she decided to celebrate and
went out for a chink. At Thompson's
bar she met faculty members who lent
theirsupport. Shereturnedtothepaper
and waited in the cold, foggy night for

over an hour due to a would-be fire.

(See story in this paper.)

After gaining entrance, Kerecz

and the staff worked until four. They
were back at their computers at nine
this morning.
Kerecz says that various mem-

bers of the administratioq have complained to her about her ''negative attitude toward the achninistration which
shows up in her stories." She feels that
the vacate order was an att~ to stem
the flow of criticism and characterizes
·the event as a "dirty, low-down, rotten,

under-handed trick"
Kerecz also pointed out that ifthe
paper were to be delayed the administration would have no need-of any
further excuse to fire her, even if the
delay was caused by the administration itself
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I will celebrate holidays of my won choosing: holidays
that mean something to me
By Jay Arr Henderson
UC Assjstant Editor
Sometimes it seems like there
are no holidays worth celebrating.
December 25 was originally the
date ofa pagan sex orgy. The Christians decided to celebrate the birth
of Jesus on the same day, for no
other reason, apparently, than to
tick people off. Ha-ha. Those Christians!
Pearl Harbor Day now
commemmorates the fact that we
decoded Japanese messages well
before the attack, but sent the warning via Western Union and some
pimply-faced teen-ager stopped his
bicycle to chat with his girlfriend
and you know how that worked out.
And we won't even mention
Colwnbus Day ...
Makes you wonder how
Valentine's
Day
got
started ... Somebody rape a convent
or something?
Thanksgiving is no different. It
was officially declared a holiday in
commenunoration of the slaughter
of some 600 Native Americans.
Being one-quarter Cherokee, I
have a little difficulty getting into
the spirit of this holiday, as you
might imagine. But, to keep peace
in the family, I try to keep up a brave
front.
Althoughmyappetiteissoweak

I barely manage to choke down a
couple ofpounds ofturkey and hardly
ever get through more than three

Washington's Birthday, Lincoln's
Birthday... Oh, those holidays don't
exist anymore, do they? President's
Day .. .l wonder when that is
this year?
Remember May Day?
All the little kids would
dance around a pole in the
schoolyard with brightlycolored streamers. It was
lovely. We don't celebrate
May Day anymore. The
drug dealers claimed it was
interfering with commerce,
or something." Probably
some phall~c symbolism in
that pole, anyway.
Remember Halloween?
That was a great holiday
before they killed it. Any-

Ir.=============~

~=============~
peices of pwnpkin pie, I go through
the motions. I watch the Macy's
Boredom Festival, I fall asleep in
the afternoon.
I even take offa few moments for
thoughtful contemplation. Ithink about
all the things I have to be grateful for.
I think about how incredibly ugly a
turkey is, and yet we still eat them.
Mostly I think about what stupid holidays we have in this country.
Ofcourse, there are some holidays
that celebrate nice things.

body ever notice, it didn't
get dangerous until we gave
it regualar daylight hours and started
changing the date every year? The
witches can't even remember when
it's supposed to be.
Labor Day is strange. We celel:rate work by not doing any. That's
okay, though, since we celebrate the
memory of Martin Luther King Jr., a
man who dedicated his life to proclaiming the importance ofeducation,
by closing the schools.
Arbor Day is a joke. At the rate
we're chopping down the rain for-

est, planting one tree seems insignificant.
Groundhog's Day is losing
meaning as the climate changes.
Besides, all the groundhogs may be
gone soon. And I don't blame them.
Leap Year is a biggie. It reminds
us that there was a time when women
didn't make the first move. These
days they fight to pay the check and
you just know they 're going to want
something in return later. At least
that's what I've heard. For the benefit of those readers who happen to
be married to me, I want to point out
that this has never happened to me.
Darn it.
Veteran's Day just gets more
and more problematical. The WW
II vets discriminate against those
who spent six years slogging through
rice paddies because Viet Nam wasn't
a ''real war.'' Now the Gulf War vets
are struggling for a little recognition.
Good luck.
We now know that the Declaration of Independence was signed on
July 2, so July 4 loses a little of its
patriotic glory.
Anybody even remember when
Flag Day is? Anybody care?
All in all, this is the lamest, most
scatterbrained collection of holidays I
can imagine.
So, from now on, I may follow

certain customs to fit in with the
world, but in my heart I will celebrate holidays of my own choosing: holidays that have meaning for
me.
I will celebrate July 2 as Independence Day. I will also celebrate
July 4. It is our first general celebration as a nation and was the day the
news of the signing was reported in
the newspapers. I hereby proclaim
July 4 to be Newspaper Day.
I will celebrate Bastille Day.
It's either June 14 or July 14; I can
never remember which. I may have
to celebrate both days just to be
safe.
IwillcelebrateNewYear'sDay.
In April. When the new year actually starts.
I will celebrate the first manned
landing on Luna.
I will celebrate the first manned
landing on Mars. Whenever it happens . .
I will celebrate the first time I
satisfied a woman. If it ever happens.
I will observe all equinoxes and
solstices.
And I think I will take one.day
a year to reflect on all the things I am
grateful for. Let's see ...
The Battle ofthe Little Big Horn
was when... ?
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Christmas: a religious celebration with pagan beginnings
By Karen Wilson
UC Copy Editor

Christmas ... thoughts of Christmas bring to mind family, singing,
trees with lights, snow (that was
before your time, Marty, now it's
just cold), Christmas movies, and,
of course, presents.
What is the history behind this
holiday? And, where do our traditions come from?
The name Christmas comes
from Christ's Mass, and while most
churches observe the holiday on
Dec. 25, the Armenian church observes the holiday on Jan. 6. Others
observe this as the day ofEpiphany,
when the wise men visited Christ.
The date of Dec. 25 corresponds
to pagan festivals that are held
near winter solstice, which celebrates the rebirth of the sun.
Christians decided the festival
should be for the '' Light of the
World," although some denounced the festival as too gay
and frivolous for the birth of the

Savior of the world. This thought
was carried down through the ages,
and the Puritans believed so too.

mas was not a legal holiday here in
the U.S. until 1856.
Most of the traditions we now
associate with Christmas had
r.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.i their origins in pagan celebrations
The English tradition of
burning a Yule Log, came from
an ancient practice of kindling
bonfires in observance of the
winter solstice.
The use ofevergreen stems
from Pre-Christian beliefs that
J,they represent eternal life.
,_
•Druids ascribed magical
,
f A_·
powers to Mistletoe.
\j1_
.,1.,,,/·
•Holly was worshipped as
~'
i ,,·
a promise of the Sun's return.
Christian legend says the ber,
t,t(,,
ries were white at one time.
When soldiers used Holly for
Christ's crown before they
killed him, the blood turned
During the reign of Oliver the berries red.
Cromwell,
•Legend says the use of the
' for instance Christmas
celebrations were banned. Christ- Christmas tree was started by Mar-

r:

r/

l ,,

The Booze Before Christmas

By an Anonymous Writer
published sometime
before1968

tick!

would swear he had ants!

'Twas the night before Christmas,
and all through the house
Tl~re were bottles and butts left
around by some louse.

Staggering onward those eight
reindeer crune,
Whilehehiccoughedandbelched
as he called them by name.

His droll little mouth made him
look a bit wacky,
And the beard on his chin was all
stained with tobaccy.

The fifth that I hid by the chimney
with care,
Had been snatched by some bum
who'd discovered it there.

"On Schenley! On Seagram! We
ain't got all night.
You too, Haig and Haig, and you
too, Black and White.

He had nothing but booze in the
sack on his back,
And a breath that would blow a
freight train off its track.

Mywifewasoutcold, withherchin
on her lap,
·
And me, I was dying for one more
nightcap.

Scram up to the roof. Get the hell
off the wall.
Get going, you rummies, we've
got a long haul!"

Hewaschubbyandplump,andhe
tried to stand right,
Buthedidn'tfoolme. Hewashigh
as a kite!

When, through the north window
there crune such a smell,
I sprang to my feet to see just what
the hell.

So upto the rooftop went reindeer
and truck,
But a tree branch hit Santa before
he could duck.

He spoke not a word, but went
straight to his work,
Missing half of the stockings, the
plastered old jerk!'

The moon, on the breast ofthe new
fallen snow
Gave a luster of moonshine
to objects below.

And then, in a twinkling, I heard
from above,
A helluva noise that was not cooing dove!

Then putting his thumb to the tipof
his nose
He gave me the bird. Up the chimney he rose.

And what to my wondering eyes
did appear
But a beer truck hitched up to eight
drunken reindeer!

As I pulled in my head and I
cocked a sharp ear
Down the chimney came Nick,
landing smack on his rear!

He sprang for his truck at so hasty
apace
That he tripped on a gable and slid
on his face.

With a little old driver who looked
like a hick,
But I saw it was Santa as tight as a

He was dressed all in furs, with no
cuffs on his pants,
And the way the guy squirmed, I

But I heard him burp back as he
faded from sight,
''Merry Christmas, you rumbwns, not go to sleep tight!"

Have a good vacation

Did you know that Gene Autry,
tin Luther. He is said to have observed an evergreen with stars blazing the movie cowboy of the 50's,
in the sky one Cllristrnas Eve. He then wrote the song "Here Comes
wished to have one in his home deco- Santa Claus''. He was appearing
ina parade and saw some children
rated with candles.
Others say the tree, again, symbol~ looking his direction and jumpizing eternal life represents the One ing up and down. He thought the.y
were excited about seeing him
who gives Eternal Life.
Christmas Carols were originally until he got closer and heard them
dancesthatwereaccon'lpaniedbysing- yelling '' Here comes Santa Claus!
ing. The origin is said to have begun Here comes Santa Claus!"
with St Francis of Assisi, who would
Did you also ~ow he recorded
lead children in praises to the Christ "Rudolph the Red-Nose ReinChild St. Francis is also given credit deer" as a fluke. Apparently, he
was finished in the recording stufor the Creche or Nativity.
FatherChristmasorSantaClaus dio when someone found the sheet
comes from St. Nicholas, a 14th music for the song ..
Did you know the song' 'White
century bishop of Asia minor. He
was well known for good works, Christmas' ' did not originate in
and gift giving is attributed to him. the movie by the same name? It
The persona of Santa Claus was written for a movie called
spread from Asia to Europe and "Holiday Inn."
Did you know that when it
then on to the U.S. by Dutch settlers. The image we are most fa- first came out "It's a Wonderful
miliar with came from the pen of Life,'' the Christ~as standard,
cartoonist Thomas Nast, in 1863. was considered a flop?

1992 Dickens of a Christmas Festival
November 24-January 4
Sacred
and
Secular:
Kentucky's
First Family of Woodcarvers

Words by three acclaimed Kentucky folk artists.
Southern Ohio Museum
825 Gallia Street
10:00 a.m.--5:00 pm., Tues.Fri.
. 1:00--5:00 p.m., Sat. & Sun.
Admission: $I-adults; 75cents-children; Free on Fridays
For information call: 354-5629
November 26--28, December
4-6
Best Christmas Pageant Ever
Author Barbara Robinson (a
Portsmouth native) will be present
at performances on Nov. 26--28.
Portsmouth Little Theatre

1117 Lawson Street
8:00 p.m.
December 6--a matinee
Admission: $7;
$6--senior citizens and students
For information call 353-7034

November 28
Boneyfiddle Area Christmas
Open House
Antiques, collectibles and unusual Christmas gifts amid important 19th century architecture in
the Boneyfiddle Historic District's
shops on Second and Market streets.
10:00 a.m.--6:00 p.m.
November 29
Advent Organ Recital
Organist Stanley Workman presents songs for the holfflay season.
Second J>resbyterian Church
801 Waller Street
4:00 p.m.
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ITALIAN SAUSAGE
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Judgement Day===============================================================
Robert Gambill

UC Business Manager

It was a cold November 7th, a
Saturday, if memory serves me
correctly. I wandered through the
corridors of SSU's Verne Riffe
Advanced Technology building,
pausing now and agam to peer into
the various rooms, perhaps I should
call them arenas.
I saw the computer screens
flickering, I heard the systematic
hum of the hard drives as they sat
wa1tmg, waiting for thelf human
combatants to enter the battle.
This was Judgment Day, the
war with tl}e machines was about
to begin. Students, representing
62 schools and universities, and
consisting of 99 teams ( each team
contained three members), came
ready to do battle with the com-

puters of today.
As the 10 a.m. starting time
approached, the students conversed
nervously among themselves.
Armed with only their intelligence,
calculators and a wide variety of
computer books the contestants
poised at the keyboards ready to
begin.
Would they be able to defeat
these machines, these conglomerations ofwires and circuits? Only
time would tell.
The day of reckoning was finally upon them, the 1992 ACM
East Central Regional Programming Contest was ready to begin.
The runners brought the packets
containing eight different problems.
The rules stated that the contestants were to solve as many

problems as possible within the
five hour time limit.
The battle began, the competition was fierce. Finally, hours later,
the smoke cleared, the debris was
removed, and the survivors
emerged from the rubble and ruins
of programs past. The victors
proudly strolled out with a knowing look of victory etched in their
brows.
· The Ramada Inn catered a buffet style dinner in the Activities
center after the contest, where the
official winners were announced.
Those re1gnmg supreme from the
days events were, in Division I:
The University of Waterloo~first,
Oberlin College-second, Central
Michigan University-third, University of Michigan-fourth.
In Division II: Case Western

Reserve University Team A-first, participants were glad when it was
Case Western Reserve University finally over. The University
Team Bs econ d,
0 h i o
Wesleyan
University-=
third and:B
University]
ofKentucky t::
m fourth . -g
The team~
from SSU£
camem54th
place m thelf
official
The 1992 ACM contestants walk around and
standings.
to each other of tfie upcoming events.
speak
Ail
the
teams who
solved no programs tied for 62nd Chronicle congratulates all the winplace. It was truly a day of tension ners and to those who didn't win,
and a lot of stress, and many of the maybe we'll see you next year.

Rights continued from page I===========;;;;;_;;;;==~

a Student Media Board, to serve as
publisher and also oversee the university yearbook and the radio station. He wrote in an executive
memorandum that the committee
would "appoint editors" of the
student newspaper and set ' 'broad
policy guidelines for the student
media.'' The board would also approve and monitor budgets, the
president wrote.
The description of the new
board's powers unnerved students
and professors. "There are a ton of

unanswered questions about how
exactly this is going to work,'' says
Deborah Belluomini, an assistant
professor of journalism who serves
as adviser to the paper. "I'm not
sure how much thought has been put
into it."
In the past, the editor and managing editor of the newspaper have
been chosen by a board made up of
journalism professors and the leaders of campus journalism clubs. The
old board had no power to overrule
editorial decisions made by students.

The Bear's Den

the place for food at Shawnee State

Freshtastiks Salad Bar

and a full menu of soups, sandwiches.
hot lunches and snack items
Open 7:30 a.m. - 9:00 p .m., Monday thru Thursday I
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p .m., Friday
11 a .m. - 4 p.m., Saturday

In the University Center

Big J & Pepsi $. 99 -- Footer $1.25

Jean's
P£sta.rat

Corner of Gallia
and Offnere Streets

Flurries and shakes, sundaes and hot fudge cake
Opc.n Sun. - Thur. 8. a.m. - 11 p.m., Fri - Sat. 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.

I 0% off to SSU students, faculty and staff

Members of the new board will
be appointed by the Student Government Association, the Faculty
Senate, and the President, who will
solicit recommendations from a
nwnber of other campus groups.
"The board will articulate the concerns of the University community
and insure that the commwiity has
input in the selection of editors,"
Mr. Gilley says. "Idon'tthinkthere's
any intent to control the content of
the paper.''
Many observers say they fmd
that hard to believe. Each of the
groups that can now appoint members to the board has announced its
disapproval of the decision to publish the accuser's name.
"It's clear that this action is a
punitive one against the newspaper
based on what it has published,''
says Mark Goodman, executive directorofthe Student Press Law Center in Washington, which has advised The Parthenon. "It's much
too coincidental that he would do
this at this time ifhe were not trying
to change or shape the content of the
publication.''
Mr. Goodman says court decisions have made it clear that public
universities may not dictate the content of their student newspapers.

Back To School Speciaf
$15.95 oil change special
Includes oil filter and up lo five quarls of
oil, comple1echassis lube
available at

Knittel'• BP Service Center

C!!El

-

Knittel's Muffler & Br:ke Shop
2109 I Ith Street
Gallia & Waller Streets

10% discount on labQl-with

r---------•

~0% SAVINGS:

I ON ART SUPPLIES I
at
I
I

:Majestic Paint Center :

Knittel', Radiator & Air Condidoning Shop
2026 Robinson Avenue

Marshall is a public university.
Kevin Melrose, the editor of the
newspaper, says: "It concerns me
that groups that we report on and
criticize have the power to appoint
editors. It has the potential to create
a chilling effect."
Mr. Melrose says the newspaper
has been especially critical of Mr.
Gilley. "We usually don't pull
punches on liim," he says.
There is also no love lost between The Parthenon and the Student Government Association,
which wianimously passed a resolution to cut the newspaper off from
student fees after it printed the assault victim•• s name. The newspaper
receives two-thirds of its budget
from those fees. "If they want to
have independent editorial policies,
they should be completely independent," saysTaclanB. Rpmey, president of the association.
Mr. Romey argues that students
who pay fees to support the paper
should be able to recall student editors,just as voters can recall student
politicians. He says he regrets that
the new policy does not go that far.
Mr. Melrose says The Parthenon
could survive without student funds
only by publishing less frequently-it
now puts out four issues a week-and

ID

._________ .
I
I
I
I

928 Gallia Street I
Open 8 - S:30
Sat. 8- S

Phone 3S3-7180

UC

I
I
I

by cutting "at least half' of its 35
paid positions. ''The student body
would be the ones to lose," he says.
Mr. Gilley, who has final say as
to whether the fees will be cut off,
says he thinks the new board will be
a better solution.
Students are not the only ones
who object to the new oversight
committee. An associate professor
of journalism, Dwight W. Jensen,
has sued Mr. Gilley in state court,
accusing him of interfering with the
internal affairs ofthe School ofJournalism and Mass Communications.
The court is scheduled to h~ar Mr.
Jensen's lawsuit this week.
Mr. Jensen, who is representing
himself in the case, argues that the
university's own rules require the
president to consult with the faculty
before making any sweeping policy
changes. Other faculty members not
involved in the suit agree.
The director of the School of
Journalism and Mass Communications, Harold C. Shaver, has also
clashed with Mr. Gilley ovel' the
creation of the new board. Mr.
Shaver planned to present the concerns of the journalism faculty senate last week.
"Across the board, with some
differences of view, this is perc~i ved
as being a threat to our academic
program," Mr. Shaver says.
On the question offee speech, F.
Layton Cottrill, general counsel for
the university, says: "The board
will develop policy guidelines. That
does not equate with editorial control or censorship.''.
Mr. Jensen would not comment
on the case. Mr. Gilley would say
only, "We'll see what the courts
say."

,
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uddle Pudding Rocks Portsmouth
y Donna Kerecz
Editor

It was my first time at
hompson's and my first Portsouth bar experience was a good
ne. All you faithful readers know
I'm a fan of Muddle Pudding.
(And it's not just because some of
the band members are Native
Americans.)
I like them because they have
a social conscience that focuses
on troubles of the "common
man." Yet, they still have the
ability to take that common man
to a setting with a mood where
hose troubles no longer exist.
Friday, they had trou1'le with
their sourrd system and did one
acoustic set. This was to save the
show but for me and others, it stole
the show. Later, they rocked the
audience with good time rock and

roll.
People were dancing in the

was so hot I needed something to
One of the highlights of my
coolmeoff,especiallyafterwatch- · evening was watching the owner,
Teeny, dance with a mop. The

rF.========================~

Left to Right--JoJo Pero, st evc Free Chris
Friedrick, Jonathan St~rkey, Jamie Massey,
Na_te Free and Johnny Todd
aisles, and on the table. I got a little
beer down my back, but the joint

ing Jo_hnny Todd make love to his
lead guitar.

Well, there they go

poems wdl be Judged m conJunction with their Greenbo Writer's
Workshop. They will be judged by
Lena Nevison.
Her address is:
P.O, Box 22
South Shore, Ky 41175
The early word is that the featured speaker will be
Lance Henson. Henson is
a Native American Poet.
He travels the country
doing poetry readings and
graced our campus last
spring.
Since some of you
have
asked, I will explain
Those Phoeni~ Writwhat this group is. During
ers have been at it again.
Dr. Bob Wilson, En-'--------...;~~--..:.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.:.lthe semester, this group
glish Professor, was published in the also won one prize each.
gathers to share their stories, their
faJlissueofPegasus. JanetNestlerhas
At the Kentucky State Poetry So- plays, and their poems. They share
had many poems published lately in ciety,EdnaKeffer,Allen,Nestler,and ideas, make suggestions to improve
theicworks,aooencouragepeopleto
several poetry publications. (I would Wilson were all winners.
list them but I'm afraid the Qu-onicle
The Phoenix Writers have an- submit poems. They meet at Campus
doesn't have the space.)
nounced the theme for next April's Ministry House Mondays at 7pm
In one of my first columns I contest, "Between Greens." The when school is in session.

Good news! I've got another
poetry contest for you. Kent State
Univershy, the Trumbell Campus,
is offering it's 19th Annual Hart
Crane Memorial Poetry Award. The
poem can be written on any subject
but must be postdated by Jan. 31.
Send it to:
Kent State University Trumbell Campus
4314MahoningAve.
N.W.
Warren, Oh 44483
Attn: Gary M. Cuba

listed the winners of the Carter
County (Ky.) Poetry contest. However, I failed to inform you that
between Lena Nevison, Jody Allen,
Homer Bailey, Nestler, and Wilson
won 13 awards.
At Flatwoods, Mabel Massie
won 2 prizes, and Wilson and Allen

. .

Campus Pets
Robert Gambill

UC Business Manager

'' As you can see I'm drinking
milk and I won't always be this
small, so you might want to really
think about this."
This is what the Cocker Spaniel, Buffie (The Beast) seems to
be saying to Hannah the Doberman.
Buffie is owned by Sharon
Wagner and Hannah is owned by
Kay Kress.
This photo and caption is the
first in a column we here at The

University
Chronicle call .......- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
"Campus
Pets." ·
If you have
a photo of your
pet, any pet,
(ex-spouses,
girlfriends and
boyfriends not
included) sebd
itto usat Massie
411.

L.-=.:....=........=...:..:..:._..::.=======-----~
Buffie and Hannah

waitress, Debby, was also fun to
watch.
This old hippie radical had so
much fun, she decided to try it
again the next evening.
Saturday evening, Muddle
Pudding was just as hot, but the
crowd was different. There were
someyoungpeoplethere,butthere
were people too mature for table
dancing, bui they could teach the
younger set a few things about
how to rock.
Muddle Pudding is the only
band, that I know of, that has the
tal;nts to entertain the young and
old, to teach a lesson, to take a
man away from his troubles, and
make a good-looking lady dance

with a mop.

Muddle Pudding features the
vocals of Steve Free, the world's
best song writer and the only Native American jumping bean that I
know of, JoJo Pero on drums who
has the hands that "skin" loves to
feel, Jonathon Starkey on rhythm
guitar and vocals, who feels what
he sings, Chris "Buck" Friedrick,
the best damn b!lSS player Portsmouth has ever seen, and of course
Johnny Todd who can make love
longer than any man I know.
I heard a rumor I hope is true.
Could it be that the one and only
Muddle Pudding, the best damn
band of the "common man," is
moving to Portsmouth?
I'm already having Muddle
Pudding withdrawal symptoms.

Show me a reporter
with a respect for authority and I'll show you
a lousy reporter." .
-Bob Anglin, The Boston Globe

The University Chronicle
CLASSIFIEDS, PERSONALS, BUY AND SELL ITEMS
$1 oo FOR 30 WORDS, i>A YMENT IN ADVANCE
CALL 355-2278 OR MASSIE 411
For Sale: Emerson digital por-

table CD player S35. Movies, VHS

format, more than 500 titles to choose
from SlO each. Call Daniel at 259-

4823. Ad.
Needed Decent woman to help
care for man and his charming 7-year
old son. Must enjoy living in relative
seclusion in woods, appriciate nature,
60-70's rock 'n' roll. Correspondent
031-UC Office. Ad.
Don't drink and drive this weekend. Don't drink and drive this weekend. Don't drink and drive this weekend: Don't drink and drive this
weekend.
Total woman seeks the company
of a metaphysical man who understands nature religions and nude drumming. Meet these guidelines, write
me. Correspondent 028. Reply to the
University Chronicle, Massie 411. Ad.
For Sale: 2 Computers--! IBM
PC with color monitor. Also,
OKII>ATA MooreatMooreatMoore
at 574-6429. Both in excellent condition. Ad.
Want to Travel Free, Earn Cash
and Resume Experience? Students
nad Organizations call College Tours
to join our team! We_have 25 years
ex{ erience, great prices, hotels and

destinations. Call I (800) 959-4SUN.
Ad.
Young single white male seeks
wild, yet demare female, preferably
platinum blonde or auburn hair, interested in meaningful, somewhat loneterm relationship. Like ~usic, dancing send, number, and picture to
correspondent 030--{JC Office. Ad.

Practically new dishwasher. Sears
Kenmore almond color with black

door, gave $45b new asking $300 still
under factory warranty. Call 614-8585233 Ad.
Early American loveseat and
chair. Brown, tan and rust color.
Execellent condition. Paid $900 new
asking $250 614-858-5233 call evenings. Ad.
For sale one American Airline ·
one way ticket to San Jose, California,
Dec. 5 for $100. For more info call:
354-3213. Ask for Chris O'Connor.
Ad.

Join Muddle Pudding's Fan Club
Puddingheads c:lo Theresa Brucker,
746 Monroe Ave. Ardsley, PA 19038
Ad.
Thanksgiving Dinner Nov. 26 in
the University Center 5:00 p.m. Reservations required by Nov. 23- l 2noon
at the University Center Jnfonnation
Desk. Free to Students--Compliments
of Student Programming Board.
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Announcing the UC Reader's Choice Poll!
By Martin Poston
UC Staff Writer

I was sitting in the UC Office
last week with strained carrots in
one hand (see Old As the Hills, pg.
3) and a pen in the other, trying to
decide what I should write for this
week. I know I was planning to do
a Top Ten of '92 article to kick off
Winter Quarter '93, but I couldn't
figure out what to do for this final
issue of Fall.
So I got to thinking: IfI did a top
ten article, it would only be based
upon one person's opinion.
Hmmmmmmm. . . .
So th~ I thought: What if I got

•
the student body's opinion fmmiiiiiimmimiiifflmmiiii~::=::=::=::=::,l choose albums of any
on this?
kind: rock, metal or
So then I came up with
(I'mgonnaregretthis)
the idea for a Readers'
country, or anything
Choice Poll. Pretty nifty,
else. In reference to
huh?
"Best of 1992," any
So; anyway, I'm invitalbum released in
ing you to select your favor1991, which released
itealbum,song,musicvideo,
any singles during
1992 is eligible.
andmovieofl 992.Butthere
is a catch: there are a few
2. Best single. Serules I want to lay down beforehand,
asa precaution, in case there is a low lect any single released in 1992 (or
just so everyone knows.
voter turnout again (I me!lll, what was getting major airplay in 1992), any
1. Best album nominations.
it last time, 53 voters out of a student type, choose three.
Choosethreealbumswhichyouthink
bodyof3,600?). Hopefully there will
3. Best video. Select any type
are the bestofl 992. I say choose three
be more interest this time. Anyway, video, released in 1992, choose three,

Flint an SSU tradition----By Robert Gambill
UC Business Manager

"FUN/'"... is a legendary local
rock band that for IO years has
performed in more than I 00 cities
throughout the Tri-State, and have
received rave reviews in newspapers and on radio.
Members of FLIN/' say that
they would like for more SSU students to check them out. Why? you
ask. Three of the five members are
also SSU students, the same people
that you may see in many of your
classes.
'• Our band was formed outside
of the university long beforeMothman, Plaid Bone Luv or Silent Sam
were ever conceived, so our fol-

lowing has mostly been the townspeople of the cities that we have
performed in. I think that those
bands are exceptional and have a
great school following. I would
really like to attract our fellow
classmates now also,'' said Donnie
Eubank, lead guitarist and vocalist
and an SSU junior majoring in
Social Science.
·
Along with Eubank, the other
members of ·'FLINT''are Dee Dee
Eubank, vocalist and Nursing Student at SSU, Tracy Hager, guitarist
and vocalist ajunior Social Science
major at SSU.
Other members include Gordy
McPhail, bassist and vocalist and
Tim Odle on drums.

BILLKNITTEL'S BP
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

All of the band members are
original members which is quite
unusual considering the fact that
they have been together for I 0
years.
Although the band considers
themselves a rock band, they command a 300-plus songlist that also
includes blues, jazz, country,
reggae and Top 40.

So the next time that you
hear that the band is performing in town, take some time get out
and enjoy yourselfwith "FUN/'"
and make some fellow students
happy
. Members of the band say
"You won't regret it."

Good Luck Julie-some
Dads aren't worth having.
Butyouarestrongandyou
will do a great job with
Baby Alex!

Complete Mechanical Work

AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
BRAKES
BATTERIES
ACCESSORIES
TUNE•UPS
UNDERCOATING

354-6494
353-5823
353-9205

Gallia & Waller Sts.

Portsmouth

~ENESIS OXYGEN & HOME
G
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

r

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cetlfied Technicians
24-Hour Emergency Service
Oxygen Concentralors
Portable Oxygen Systems
Size D, E Tanks
Aerosol USN Unils
Sucllon Units
Humidifiers/Vaporizers
Air Purifiers

• T.E.N.S. Unils &
Supplies

• Beds.
• Commodes
• Walking Aids
• Apnea ~lonilor
• Geriatrics &
Pediatric Supplies
• Monlhly Visils

P.O. BOX 1325
PORTSMOlITH, OHIO 45662
614-354-4363 • FAX 614-353·1938
ACKSON 614-286-6737 • LOUISA 606-638-9303

Ill John

blah, blah, blah.
4. Best movie. Selec;:tanymo
that played in theaters during IS
(noskin-flicks,please),andyoukn1
the rest of the drill by now.
5. Choose three different ite1
per category, please. Please do
vote for something twice in one c
egory,otherwise,itwon'tbecount
6. Entries should be turned
by Nov. 25, 1992, 5 p.m.

Readers' Choice Enterta
ment Poll brought to you by 1
University Chronicle and guan
teed by your Constitutional Rig

UC's Readers Choice Entertainment Poll

Brought to .vou by The University Chronicle and the 1st Amendme,

avorlte A l b u m - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Favorite Single _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

avorlte Video

avorlte Movie

Music Notest:

Scholarship available

ral Conductor, urges students"
solid music backgrounds to t.
advantge of this opportunity.

There is still a music department workshjp/scholarship available for the remainderofthe school Auditions for Choir
Winter quarter auditions
year. It includes tuition waivers,
with the stipulation that the student . the SSU Choirwill take place Tll
perform in the SSU choir, and work day Nov. 24 from 6 to7 in
a few hours a week in the music Music Center, Massie Hall, Ro
I 0. Spaces are available for
department. Both singers, particularly soloists, and pianists are en- voice parts. Anyone with a ci
couraged to apply. Applications flict with the audition time sho
are available in the financial aid contact the conductor, Shir
office. Shirley Crothers, SSU Cho- Crothers, ext. 212.

S. Temponerasill

M.D.,FACOG
Board certified in Gynecology
Now Accepting new Patients

.o r 614--353--2900
1004 - 24th Street
Portsmouth, Ohio 45662

614-353-622'0

Write
for the
Chronic
Join th

Controvers

Put a
Burr
under
someon
saddle
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Traffic Jam to become an annual event
Well, Nature turned out to be a weather. But 1t'salwaysagreatplace 21 songs from some of Broadway's
Mother, and 1t was cold and snow- to go to shoot pool, play ping-pong, biggest shows, such as ··Phantom of
ing on the night of Traffic Jam '92
or just hang out.
the Opera," "Les Miserables," "A .
But we partied on as best we could r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;i Ch oru s Line, "
I saw some familiar faces from
//· 'i•. ,,,
·
and ' Guys and
1,/;~_-;.~_;;
/;,f::--;/;,:! ,,, ,0! ,ff/ :;%4
.,_
· ,,, , ,:,:;r;;;·.· ,
:-. 02;; /4:~
,.~ ~ - - - - - - , , ,,
D 11
All
campus, but not as many as I had
.i#!f
~ ;}{
,, · ',1/w1• "'& · ,,:,<'
were
hoped. I gave away quite a few
CD 's and a lofoftapes and singles,
~:::~:e!wa~~
along with certificates for free pizby , . ,
V
wmnmg tenor
zas.
· f:Y:/. '/
..
Jerry Hadley and
Marty Mohr of Automania
:~;e~;;~:tr1:i
drew a crowd with his custom van
,,:/f:;;•
;,
"/
and a number of cars in which he
;f"
.i,..;:;;::;:::===
listened to Hadley
has installed some pretty 1mpresdoanexcellentjob
s1ve stereo systems If you can find
on ·' Younger
Shephard's kept things lively Than Springtime," "Eve/She Loves
any of the coupons from . Traffic
Jam '92 (they're getting scarce), with a D.J. and a sad-to-say, short Me," "All I Ask of y OU," and
Automania has a special on ste- lived, live radio remote by WNXT "Standing On The Comer." I was
reos and window tmt with coupon 99X (we got cut short by a football reminded of all the Broadway shows
IIDI.Y-So try to find those coupons game and then had the nerve to lose). and what a superb collection ofmusrc
The night wasn't a total loss, and from them. "Standini: Room On!)::''
Shawnee Billiards stayed
packed most of the night They also maybe, just maybe, there will be a should be your choice •u 1\2
have a coupon special and student Traffic Jam '93 this sprmg.
Great Country! Really Great
discounts. I think one reason people
I got to listen to a sampling from Country! What else can I say about
were inside was.because ofthe cold Standing Room Onl):'., a collection of Big Iron Horses, the new album from
•

·1/•

•

Mfnson
on Music
rf.':,,,
1/

:J!bilip Thieken
/,

Restless Heart. Once again. coun- a message that comes across raw
try is making the crossover to Pop/ and powerful. My picks are the
Rock. Restless Heart does 1t great tracks ' Killing In The Name,"
with the songs '' As Far As I Can ''Bullet In The Hea i, ·'
Tull," "When
"Bombtrack,'
rnd
She Cries,"
·'Know Your bnen "
· 'Meet Me On
Rage Against The faThe
Oiher
chmeisoutontheect e, a
S1de , ' '
different edge than her
"Blame It On
bands, and tha mctkes
The Love,''
them good. If your okand "Born In i..:;;==::::::;:::;::====~ ing for a new directl( 1n in
A Hii:h Wind." many pnzc!,.
your metal trv K tge
The country comes out good and Against The Machine • • ·
pure on "Mendinl! Fences' ' and
Excellent .....
the title track "Big Iron Horses."
Urea • 0 •
No doubt everyone can enjoy this
Good •••
album. ••• 1/2
Fau · •
Poor•
The new band Rage A1rninst
The Machine came to you with a
/ would like to thank Tim
vengence with their self-titled de- Shephard and Shephard 's
but album. A sound that falls some- Soundworks, 905 Ga/ia St..forprowhere between Suicidal Tenden- vidmg me with musicfor review. All
cies, Body Count, and Anthrax, these albums and many more are
Rage plays some music that brings available at Shephards.

One of the 70's supergroups--Bad Conipany =======
One of the 70's greatest
"supergroups," Bad Company,put
on an explosive show at Morehead
State University on Nov. 18. With
the new Night Ranger as opening
act, Bad Company gave fans exactly what they wanted: some classic rock-n-roll mixed with some
soon-to-be classics from their new
album.
Formed in 1973, the original

Bad Company spawned six albums,

all of which went at least DoublePlatinum. With songs like "Can't
Get Enough", "Feel Like Making
Love", "Ready For Love", and
"Shooting Star", Bad Company

'l

Zome
Kevin z

J'.'

1

1984, drummer
Simon Kirke and
gu1tanst Mick
Ralphs formed a
unique
songwriting duo.
After teaming up
with vocalist
Brian Howe,
from Ted Nugent
~ - - - - ~ - . fame, the re-

became one of the all-time greatest
rock bands.
In 1982, however, fighting between the band mell)bers caused the
break-up of Bad Company. Then in

J

fonnedBad Com-

pany released Fame and Fortune in
1986. This new Bad Company had all
the energy of a brand new band, but
still retained the maturity and style of
the original classic. After the release

To order a copy of Muddle Puddings

Songs of the-Common Man

Sa1tg6 al tlte

Write to:

Shark Production Company
c/o JoJo Pero
748 Ivyland Road
Wam1inster, PA 18974

or
J

Free Star Productions
1514 Linden A venue
Portsmouth, Ohio 45662

of Dangerous Age in 1988, the
band then exploded onto the rock
scene with l 990's Holy Water.
Withthehelpofthe single "If You
Needed Somebody", Holy Water
became another addition to Bad
Company's million-selling album
record.
Here Comes Trouble, their latest album, has all a fan can expect
and more from Bad Company. Their
first single, "How About That"
has it's sights set on the number
one spot. Their next single, "This
Could Be The One", is due out
soon, and will probably spend a
few weeks in the top position.

LOANS
MOST ITEMS
OFVALUE
JEWELRY
PISTOLS-GUNS
RADIOS-STEREOS
MUSICAL INSTRU-

;\fflJRITERS
WATCHES

~

-

- ~

STATE LICENSED
PAWNBROKER

,
I

,
I

·

B&B INC. 837 Gallia St.
Portsmouth
353-4250
open 6 days a week

As for the show, under no
circumstances should you miss it.
Any band that can last three decades and still produce number
onehns1samustsee.Keepwatching The Chronicle's concert information for upcoming Bad Company shows.
I would like to thank the Trailblazer, Morehead State s student

nm newspaper, for all the infor-

mation and help given to me in
preparation for this article.

$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND
RESUME EXPERIENCE! 1
Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote
SPRING BREA(, call the
nation's leader. Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013.

Spring Breakers

Promote our Florida Spring Break
packages. Earn MONEY and
FREE trips. Organize SMALL or
LARGE groups .. Call Campus
markeung. 800-423-5264

il CELEBQp~h~usQUARE
Convenient Furnished Apartments
Space Available For Winter Quarter
call 353 - 5405

Manager's Office - 230 Celeron Square
on SSU Campus
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Who's that Bear going there?
Tom Davis
Sports Edi to r

One day at Wal-Marts the bear
was greeting parents and getting
hugs from children, spreading
goodwill for SSU and having loads
of fun. The bear hugged a couple
leaving the store and the wife commented, •'That• s a guy in that bear
suit because I got a bigger hug than
my husband.••
As Gomer Pyle would say,
"Surprise! Surpriie! Surprise!"
The bear happens to be 22-year old
Jacquelyn Weber who resides in
Portsmotrth.
Weber graduated from Clay

Baseball
Draft

High School in 1988. She was in the her of Phi Theta
I 99 I The Bear has made many ap~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , 92 sea- pearances throughout the area and
National Honor Society for four Kappa.
Weber was ap
·
s o n . state as a Goodwill Ambassador
years, the Science Club, and Hi-Y
Club (Youth in GovHer en- for SSU. She has made special
111
..------------~---.'
ernment).
thusi- visits to the nursing homes and the
She was a cheerpediatrics wards at the hospitals.
leader, a band memThe Bear was seen in the River
ber, and in the chorus
· Day's Parade, State Fair, and the
tures, Miss Ohio Pageant in Mansfield.
and she was her class•
a
n d
Salutatorian .
~Weberenjoyshorsebackriding,
She
attended
moves loves animals, and is involved in
Wright State Univerh a v e political functions. She has been on
sityherfreshrnanyear
made the Dean'sListeveryquartersince
and is in her third year
JX>inted "The Bear" a big hit at basketball enrolling at SSU. Her proud para
s gamesandothersocialfuncrions.At ents are John G. and Stella Weber.
at SSU as a senior.
''The the basketball games, the children
Weber, a SociaVSci- Jacquelyn Weber
Come out to the basketball
encesmajor,isamemBear" love to dance with the bear and gamesandsayhelloto"TheBear''
in the receive a "bear hug."
and receive a big bear hug.
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P

Twins
23. Andres Berumen
On Tuesday, Nov 17th, the Na- P
K.C.
tional League held its draft.The Florida
24. Robert A. Person
P
Marlins picked first, and the Colorado
White Sox
Rockies were second. Here is how the
25. Jim Corsi
P
draft went:
Oakland
Florida Marlins
26. Richie Lewis
P
I. Nigel Wilson
OF.
Baltimore
Tc.-onto
27. Danny Jackson
P
2. Jose M. Martinez
Pirates
P
Mets
28. Bob Natal
C
3. Brett Barberie
IF
Expos
Expos
29. Jamie McAndrew
4. TrevorW. Hoffman
P
P
Dodgers
Reds
30. Junior Felix
OF
5.PatRapp
P
Angels
Giants
31. Kerwin Moore
OF
6. Greg Hibbard
P
K.C.
White Sox
32. Ryan Bowen
7. Chuck Carr
OF P
Astros
St. Louis
33. Scott Baker
P
8. Darrell J. Whitmore
OF
St. Louis
Cleveland
34. Chris Donnels
IF
9. Eric J. Helfond
C
Mets
Oakland
35. Monty Fariss
OF
I0. Bryan Harvey
P
Texas
Angels
36. J9fl"Tabaka
P
11. Jeff Conine
OF
Brewers
K.C.
12. Kip E. Yaughn
P
Colorado Rockies
Baltimore
I . Dave Nied
P
13. Jesus R. Tavarez
OF
Atlanta
Seattle
2. Charlie Hayes
IF
14. Carl E. Everett
OF
Yankees
Yankees
3. Darren Hohnes
P
15.. Dave Weathers
P
Brewers
Toronto
4. Jerrold Clark
OF
16. John Johnstone
P
Mets
Raise a Cool
17. Ramon D. Martinez
IF
Pirates
$1000
18. Steve Decker
C
IN JUST ONE WEEKI
·, PLUS$J000PORTHE
Giants
p
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
19. Chris Carpenter
No obligation. No coat.
St. Louis
You alao get a FREE
p
20. Jack Armstrong
HEADPHONE RADIO
Cleveland
just for calling
p
1-800-932-0528, Ei:t. 65
21 . Scott Chiamparino
Texas
22. Tom Edens

Padres
5. Kevin Reimer
OF
Texas
6. Eric YOlll1g
IF
Dodgers
IF
7. Jody Reed
Boston
p
8. Scott Aldred
Tigers
9. Alex Cole
OF
Pittsburg
10. Joe Giroldi
C
Cubs
p
11. Willie Blair
HO\NOO
12. Jay Owens
C
Twins
13.Andy Ashby
P
Phillies
14. Freddie Benevides
IF
Reds
15. Roberto A. Mejia
IF
Dodgers
p
16. Doug Bochtler
Expos
p
17. Lance T. Painter
Padres
p
18. Butch Henry
Astros
19. Ryan Howblitzel
P
Cubs
20. Vinny Qstilla
IF
Atlanta
p
21. Brett A. Merriman
Angels
22. Jimmy Tatum
IF
Brewers
p
23. Kevin Ritz

Knittel's
Air Conditioning
and
c.,...eteradlalllr and alrcondldonln1semcecenw

$15.95 Oil Change Special

=

Includes oil filter and up to 5 guarts
of oil and complete cliassi1 lube

[I]
2026 Robinson Ave.

10% disrount on labor wilh SSU ID

Tigers
24. Eric Wedge
IF
Boston
25. Keilh Shephard
Phillies
26. Calvin Jones
Seattle
27. Brad Ausmus
Yankees
28. Marcus Moore
Bluejays
29. Annando Reynoso
p
Atlanta
30. Steve Reed
p
Giants
31. Mo Sanford
p

Reds

32. Pedro 0. Castellano
Cubs
33. Kurt Leskanic
Twins
34. Scott Fredrickson
Padres
35. Brad c.astillo
Phillies

Men,s Basketball
Scores

The Men's Basketball team has
started off the season with a 5 and 2
record. Here are the scores of the
games up to Nov. 17th.

p
p
C

p

92

ssu

l 1-10

Bresia

109

IF

p

76

p

ssu

Freed-Hardeman
89
Johnson Bible College
100

ssu

11-13
58
I I -14
97
11-17
72
I 1-20

ssu

99
Appalachian Bible
ssu
123
Campbellsville
ssu
109
Kentucky Christian
ssu
77
Pikeville
80

OF

1tte s
Air Conditioning
and
Radiator Shop
Cleve

eon,,lete radlamr and alrcondtdalllnrsentcecenw

$15.95 Oil Change Special

-2026 Robinson Ave.

I 1-6
102
11-7

t:!j

10% disrount on labor with SSU ID

Includes oil filter and up to 5 guarts
of oil and complete chassis lube
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I
I
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Dairy-Creme
333 2nd Street

Footer
Medium Pepsi

$1.50
With Coupon

: ,SONAT~AN p~ucl
:~RmNDTOLUNCH-i"
r
I
I

Buv One Personal Pan Pizza --...._
at regular price, get one free. =u..-~

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I,
I

I
j '• altd only at panicipat111g 1'izza Hut• restaurants. Present when urJ.:111115. u n.; ooupon I
per person per visit Monday-Saturday between 11 A.M. -4 P.M. Five minute guarantee
jappliesbetween 11 :30 A.M . -1 :00 P.M. to our two selections forordersoffive or fewer I
per table, or three or fewer per carryout customer. Not valid with other discounts or I
coupons. I /20 cent cash redemption value. •1984 Pizza Hut, Inc.
IL
- - - Port1!!nT11.o-...th P i z z a I':1:-...t _ _ _ J
(SMM

or lewr value)

-.1u1 ...

